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Symmetrical double conical burr grinder: 
the contents are broken up in the upper 
area before being ground very fi nely in the 
lower area. Ensures that the results are 
especially uniform and makes the output 
extremely effi  cient.

Anti-fi ngerprint surface. Protects the 
stainless steel against smudges and fi 
ngerprints and is particularly easy to 
clean.

Airtight lid

The new GEFU X-PLOSION® design series sets new standards in 

seasoning with ingenious grinders, super-sharp chilli cutters, stylish 

shakers and other innovations.

X-PLOSION® kitchen tools look impressive, sit comfortably in the 

hand and function outstandingly well. X-PLOSION®: pure aroma power 

for today's creative cuisine.

PURE AROMA  power

GEFU’s innovative development crushes salt crystals and peppercorns 

particularly quickly, easily and eff ectively. No wonder: the extra-large 

CYCLONE® grinding mechanism made of high-performance ceramic 

is equipped with si-gnifi cantly more teeth than standard grinders, 

making it six times more effi  cient. With more large, ultra-sharp teeth 

that eff ortlessly break down even chunky crystals, seeds and grains. 

The larger number of fi ne teeth grind products uniquely uniformly at 

any grind setting in no time at all.

CYCLONE® – modern professional grinding.
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34670 Nutmeg mill
MOSCATA

Equipped with a laser cut 
grater mechanism, the 
mill completely grinds 
nutmegs and hazelnuts.

34630
Pepper mill X-PLOSION®, black L

34626
Pepper mill X-PLOSION®, black S

34628
Pepper mill X-PLOSION®, black M 

34623

Pepper Mill X-PLOSION®

34624

Pepper Mill X-PLOSION®
black

The chilli cutter slices dried red 
chili peppers releasing the 
arromatic oils and producing 
superior taste and heat.

This handy two-in-one tool is The 
easily refillable spice chamber 
holds salt, and the bottom part 
peppercorns. The pepper mill 
comes with a particularly 
smooth-running, infinitely 
adjustable CYCLONE® precision 
grinder. 

34632

Chilli Cutter     X-PLOSION® 
black

34625
Pepper mill X-PLOSION® S

•
34627

Pepper mill X-PLOSION® M 

34629
Pepper mill X-PLOSION® L

34641

Salt and Pepper Mill Set 
X-PLOSION®

34642

Salt and Pepper Mill Set 
X-PLOSION® black

34639
Salt and spice pot
X-PLOSION®
black

34622  Spice 
and herb shaker
   X-PLOSION®

An attractive dual-use 
kitchen utensil: its 
glass body with a lid 
can be closed airtight, 
sealing in the full fl 
avour of fragrant

34640 Spice mill

AROMATICO
With its handy crank and the 
high-quality ceramic grinder, this 
spice mill lays emphasis on ease 
of use and top quality. 
Functionality for freshly ground 
spices in a stylish design.

34643

Mill base 
X-PLOSION® M
34644

Mill base X-PLOSION® 
L

 It grinds salt crystals and 
peppercorns especially quickly, easily 
and effi  ciently, all the while 
producing the perfect level of grind, 
from extra-fi ne to extra-coarse. An 
X-PLOSION® always brings out the 
full, natural fl avour of pepper and 
salt, from preparation to seasoning.

 The external 14-step grind 
adjustment, from a fi ne powder to 
extra-coarse

It’s in your hands: the innovative 
X-PLOSION® mill combines a 
modern design, superior 
technology and a creative 
culinary technique. Equipped 
with the impressive CYCLONE® 
precision grinder.

This versatile stoneware pot from the X-PLOSION® 
design series keeps spices, fragrant herbs or tasty 
dips fresh and preserves their full taste as if they 
were locked in a fl avour-protecting safe. 



13600 Multi-Chopper SPEEDWING

The Speedwing multi-purpose food 
processor offers a wide range of 
applications.   With the pull of the cord it 
chops, whips, and spins with ease.  It 
comes with a no slip base, and a lid for 
storage.  The robust design means that 
this will continue to work and is 
guaranteed for 5 years from GEFU. 

CUTTING EDGE design

19080 TRANSFORMA®        
Rotary drum grater 
This multifunctional tool can grate and slice 
vegetables, nuts, fruit, and cheese. It comes 
with three extra sharp LASER CUT drums for 
fi ne grating, coarse grating or thin slices. 
Easily transforms into a meat mincer using 
meat mincer attachment. Dishwasher Safe.

19020 Meat mincer 
attachment for 
TRANSFORMA® 
Rotary drum grater

19090 TRANSFORMA® 
Meat mincer
The meat mincer comes with practical 
accessories for home cooking. Its 
sophisticated construction guarantees 
easy meat and vegetable grinding. It can 
also be used as a cookie press. The meat 
mincer can also be transformed into a 
Rotary Drum Grater by using the
19030 attachment.

19030 Rotary grater 
attachment for 
TRANSFORMA® 
Meat mincer
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50440 Adjustable 
vegetable slicer 
VIOLI®

Thanks to its compact size, GEFU‘s 
vegetable slicer with 5 easily adjustable 
slice thicknessesis the perfect kitchen 
partner for every day.

13410 Spiral slicer 
SPIRALFIX
Spiral cut just about any size and shape

 of vegetable to 4 different sized cuts,
 by rotating the blade set to the desired 
width. The handle and bottom piece fit 
inside to save cupboard space.

13460 Spiral slicer  
SPIRELLI® 
The Original Spiral Slicer that started the 
trend. With the spiral slicer you can create 
endless vegetable "noodles" with veggies 
such as zucchini, carrots and sweet 
potatoes.

13420 Slicer 

TARI
The slicer will make your work in 
the kitchen easier. Easily cuts 
mushrooms, mozzarella, 
tomatoes, strawberries, grapes 
mangos and many other soft 
foods into 5 mm sections.

13590 Tomato/apple slicer 
POMO

This is the only slicer that can 
cut tomatoes into 12 juicy and 
sizeable chunks. Comes with 
an automatic cutting guide. 
Japanese serrated steel blades 
slice instead of crush.

13780 Spiral slicer 
SPIRELLI® 2.0
The attachable finger guard can be 
pushed far into the slicer, making sure 
the vegetable is used efficiently, 
promising endless julienne spirals of 
carrot, cucumber, and all kinds of other 
firm vegetables.

13700 Spiral slicer 
SPIRELLI® XL
The Big Brother of the best selling 
Spirelli, 30% larger for spiralizing 
ever larger vegetables such as 
beets and potatoes etc. Japanese 
steel blades for easy cutting and 
finger guard. Clad in stainless 
steel.

13421 Slicer 

FLEXICUT
Flexibility combined with attractive 
design the Flexicut can wedge 
vegetables and fruits into quarters 
or eigths. 

13422 Slicer 

RAPIDO
This slicer makes quick work of soft 
vegetabls and fruit with it's serrated 
blade made of Japanese steel slicing 
into 4mm / 1/8 inch portions.

50441 Adjustable V blade 
and Julienne vegetable slicer 
VIOLI 2.0®

The Violi 2.0 is the latest verson of the 
popular V Blade adjustable hand held 
mandoline.   Comes with two 
separate blade sets for two thickness 
of julienne cuts

Vegetables with
a twist!   
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13570 Apple cutter
 PARTI 

This apple slicer easily cuts apples and 
pears into 16 wedges thanks to the sharp 
blades and ergonomic soft plastic 
handles. Dishwasher safe

13550 Pineapple slicer
PROFESSIONAL PLUS

Identical to the Pineapple Slicer 
PROFESSIONAL but includes a storage 
container with a lid. Cuts little pieces 
directly into the storage container with 
no mess.

13500 Pineapple slicer
PROFESSIONAL 

Etched scale to show the amount of 
slices. Sharp cutting blade, small 
piece cutter included. Stainless steel.

55700 Gourmet slicer
VIOLINO 
The best in all matters concerning 
cutting and shaping. With 3 
different cutting blades, you can 
cut thick or thin batons, cubes or 
slices. Also includes one finger 
guard and one storage box for the 
blades.

14680 Univeral cutter
RAFFINATO
Great to use for cutting fresh herbs, ham, 
lunchmeats, cheese, etc. into strips. 
Simply rinse under water or place in 
dishwasher.

14690 Tenderiser / Dough
aerator REBBIO 

Used to tenderize meat before cooking. 
Also ideal to aerate yeast, pastry and 
pizza dough. Stainless steel.

12660 Herb scissors
CUTARE 
5 Pairs of blades quickly cut herbs for 
preserving the aroma of the herbs. 
Includes cleaning comb made of 
stainless steel with soft-touch plastic 
handles. Dishwasher safe.

89113 Display Herbal 
scissors CUTARE 
Set of 12 green herbal scissors. Same item 
as 12660. These are green with the soft-
touch handle and comes with the 
cleaning comb. In CDU for easy sale.

12670 Multi-functional
scissors 
Cutting paper or meat, cracking nuts or 
opening tins, crown corks or pullring 
cans-- the uses are many. When 
dissassembled, the scissors are even 
suited for cutting vegetables and 
scaling fi sh. Dishwasher safe.

13900 Cube cutter 
CUBICO

The world’s fastest mechanical cube 
slicer for tear-free cutting of onions 
and vegetables. Stainless steel blades. 
Dishwasher safe.



13750 French fry cutter
CUTTO
Comes with strong vacuum suction 
grips for safety, sharpened stainless 
steel chipping blades which provides 
36 squares to cut through the 
potatoes. Removable ejector and 
blades.

13760 Insert for 
vegetables
This replaceable blade insert for 
13750, cuts potatoes and 
vegetables such as carrots and 
cucumbers into 64 thin sticks 
(9x9mm). Stainless steel. Not a 
stand-alone item. Must be used 
with 13750.

12641 Pizza Scissors 
PEZZO 

Cut pizza and quiche neatly!
 2-in-1 function: 
cut pizza using the scissors serve 
the cut piece
 soft grip
 demountable for easy cleaning  
high-grade stainless steel / plastic

12650 Kitchen 
scissors 
Cutting paper or meat, cracking nuts or 
opening tins, crown corks or pullring 
cans-- the uses are many. When 
dissassembled, the scissors are even 
suited for cutting vegetables and 
scaling fi sh. Dishwasher safe.
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29226
Vegetable and potato 
slicer     PRIMELINE

•  extremely sharp, double-bevel 
blade

• slice thickness: 3 mm
• anti-slip feet
• protective cap included
• L     35,1 cm,  W     8,4 cm,  H     1,9 cm

29227 
Gourmet slicer 
PRIMELINE 

• ideal for use at the table
• extremely sharp blades
•  steplessly adjustable slice 

thickness
• protective cap included
• L     28,2 cm,  W     7 cm,    1,9 cm

29228

Fine grater PRIMELINE

• ideal for use at the table
•  brilliant sharpness thanks to the 

DIAMOND LASER CUT
•  concave grating surfaces for 

safe  work
• protective cap included
• L     27,9 cm,  W     6,9 cm,  H     1,8 cm

29225
Fine and coarse grater 
PRIMELINE

•  brilliant sharpness thanks to the 
DIAMOND LASER CUT

•  concave grating surfaces for 
safe work • anti-slip feet 

• protective cap included
• L     38,7 cm,  W     4,5 cm,  H     1,8 cm

DIAMOND
LASER CUT

DIAMOND
LASER CUT

PRIMELINE  TOOLS
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13741 Tomato/ Strawberry 
corer PICCO

Reliably removes the fibrous core from 
tomatoes or the hull from strawberries. 
The sharpened, serrated rim ensures 
easy handling. It is also perfectly suited 
to shape fruits.

13670 Vegetable/cheese 
peeler VERDURA
The wide peeler has a high quality 
Japanese steel blade to effi ciently 
peel soft cheese, cabbage and green 
onions.

13720 Melon baller
BOCELI
The Melon baller is perfectly suited to 
shape fruit, vegetables and butter. 
The sharp-toothed rim even cuts into 
harder foods. The ergonomic handle 
makes it comfortable to hold.

13710 Zester 
CERTO

Perfect for taking just the right 
amount of citrus zest easilty   Fits 
great in the hand.

13640 Tomato/Kiwi peeler
POMODORO
The Japanese stainless steel blade on 
the peeler is perfect for tomatoes, 
peppers, and kiwi. It has a smal spoiler 
so that nothing gets caught.

12520  Universal peeler
MAGIC 

Peeler for right-handed or 
left-handed users is ideal for 
peeling vegetables such as 
carrots, cucumbers and 
potatoes. Made with a 
Japanese steel blade.

13660 Julienne peeler
STRISCIA

The Japanese stainless 
steel blade effectively 
cuts strips of carrots, 
cucumbers and radishes.

13650 Universal peeler
UNIVERSALE

The peeler for fruits and veggies includes 
a Japanese stainless steel blade and 
glides smoothly across to remove a very 
thin layer. 

PEELING - CORING

13730 Orange Peeler 

MELENSINA

Perfect for taking 
just the right 
amount of citrus 
zest easilty   Fts 
great n the hand.

12530 Apple corer
KERN OTTO 

The apple corer makes it extremely easy 
to get rid of cores due to its ergonomic 
shape and the serrated edge.



28440 Ravioli/Pasta case 
maker TASCA

For preparing larger quantities of 
ravioli. Simply place a sheet of 
dough onto the fl our-sprinkled 
ravioli maker and press down using 
the plastic mold. Handwash only.

28490 Ravioli/Pasta-case
mould

Easily make fresh ravioli. Use the 
bottom of the mold to cut the 
pastry, place the cut pastry into 
the inside of the mold and fi ll it. 
Stainless steel with plastic handles.

PASTA 

28400 Pasta machine
PASTA PERFETTA
First class quality in retro design!
Ideal for making three types of 
pasta: lasagna, tagliatelle and 
tagliolini. Easy  to use - simply turn 
the handle.

28360 Pasta drying rack

Six drying arms. Arms are detachable 
for direct removal of the pasta from the 
pasta machine. The drying rack packs 
into very small box for easy storage. 
Dishwasher safe. 
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28371 Pastra Dryer 

This pasta drying rack is for 
drying freshly made pasta=and 
shen it not needed, it folds flat 
for compact easy storage in a 
kitchen cupboard. 

89426 Matt Black 
Pasta machine PASTA 
PERFETTA

Special Edition Matt Black  retro 
design Ideal for making three types 
of pasta: lasagna, tagliatelle and 
tagliolini. Easy  to use - simply turn 
the handle.

In PERFECT shape



GRATING - GRINDING

CRISPY FRESH &    wafer-� in    

50480  Fine and Course 
Grater RAFINO 

Ideal for parmesan, lemon and 
orange peel, as well as fi ne 
vegetable pulp. Stainless steel. 
Length: 14“

50470 Fine Grater 
RAFINO

This grater is perfect for 
parmesan, garlic, leafy vegetables 
and chocolate. Stainless steel. 
Dishwasher safe. Length: 14“

50472 Garlic Grater and Slicer 
 RAFINO

Doubly talented for fine seasoning! 
Both the front and the back of the 
RAFINO can be used quickly and 
effectively, one for finely grating 
garlic cloves and the other for thinly 
slicing them. Also good for ginger.

Length 9 inches

 89444 Fromagio & Tray

The design of the surface 
with its diamond lazer cuts 
make grating hard italian 
cheese or chocolate effort 
free.   
Comes with wood tray 
shown.  LImited Time 

34680 Universal cheese 
grater 
PARMIGIANO

Multifunctional 
grater wih two inter-
changeable discs. 
For hard cheese, 
nuts and chocolate.

19060 Rotary grater 
PECORINO

This grater has two interchangeable 
drums, perfect for making shavings 
and fi ne crumbs out of chocolate, 
nuts, and hard cheeses. Designed to 
be easy to turn.10
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10760 Four-way grater 
VITALES - LASER CUT

Four different grating patterns, it can 
handle all vegetables as well as 
cheese, chocolate, ginger and 
nutmeg. Stainless steel. Dishwasher 
safe.

50110 Wire potato grater 
RUSTICA

Grates potatoes into a fi ne, thin 
batter. Ideal for preparing the 
batter for potato pancakes. 
Stainless steel. Dishwasher safe.

10450 Nutmeg grater

With a removable nutmeg 
storage compartment and 
plastic holder. Made from 
stainless steel.

52050 Universal grater 
MULTICO
Two different grating blades for 
cheese, spices, citrus and vegetables. 
Suited to fi t all your grating needs. 
Stainless steel. Dishwasher safe. 
Length: 17“

14700 Meat mincer, size 5
Robust Design from Fine Cast 
Steel and stainless steel 
blades.

14710 Meat mincer, size 
7/8 Robust Design from Fine Cast 

Steel and stainless steel blades.

35340 Mortar, Pestle 
and Ginger Grater  
SURI

This innovative product 
combines a japanese style 
mortar and pestle with a 
ceramci ginger grater lid.  
Silicone gasket and rubber base 
for no slipping .

19150 Almond mill

Almond and parmesan mill 
with suction cup and screw-
clamp. For fi nely grinding 
almonds, nuts, chocolate, 
hard cheese, etc.

35375 Ginger 
and fruit grater
 FRUTTARE

Japanese ceramic grater, with very hard and sharp 
teeth for an ideal grating ginger,  nutmeg, garlic, 
apples, carrots or radish turn into a paste-like mush. 
Does not slip because of silicone edges.

The fruit and vegetable grater for healthy 
food. Ceramic grater with extremely hard, 
sharp teeth for fantastic results. Turns not 
just apples, carrots and radishes to a soft 
mash but even ginger, nutmeg and garlic

50410 Julienne slicer
 ASIA

Blades made of high-strength, extremly 
sharp Japanese steel. The julienne cutter 
ASIA cuts potatoes, cucumbers, carrots, 
courgettes, and much more into 
matchsticks quickly and easily. The 
extremely hard and sharp teeth on the 
back can grate nutmeg and grind ginger, 
apples and other firm fruit and 
vegetables into a pulp.

35370 Ginger grater 
PURO
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BARBECUE PRODUCTS

15430 BBQ Skewers    15435 BBQ Skewers

Stainless Steel BBQ 
Skewes with fun 
designs perfect for 
marking items with 
flair.  Comes in a 2 
designs per set.  
Skcull and Flame, 
and Bull and 
Cleaver

15429 Wooden Skewers 15428 Wooden  Skewers
NATURA,  NATURA 

NEW 

150 pc set
160 pc set

HAMBURGER
SKEWERS

15400 Slider press SPARK
Smaller size burger 
press perfect making 
tasty sliders.

 High quality stainless 
steel with porcelain 
press.

15410 Hamburger press SPARK
Make hamburgers the 
easy way. Stainless steel 
container dimpled to 
keep the burger in 
shape. The ridges in the 
container and the 
procelain stamp shorten 
the grilling time. 
Dishwasher safe.

This aluminium 
press with die-cast 
zinc coating and a 
practical plastic 
handle turns spicy 
mince into perfectly 
shaped 

89419 Hamburger press 
BBQ

NICE TO meat you

NEW
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89257 Grill pan - small 
13 x 7.4 x 2 inch perferated 
stainless steel grill pan perfect 
for cooking fi sh, veggie

89258 Grill pan - large

17 x 19 x 1 inch peferated stainless 
steel grill pan. Gentle grilling and 
dishwasher safe

89160 3-in-1 
Barbecue brush 
High-grade 3-in-1 grill 
brush with soft 
stainless steel bristles 
and stainless steel 
scraper for easy 
removal of grease and 
soot deposits.

21540 BBQ tongs

These tongs guarantee 
convenient handling at 
the barbecue and at 
the table. The wavy 
ends of the tongs hold 
foods safely. 18/10 
Stainless steel, 
dishwasher safe.

89160  Tringle Grill 
Brush 

Brass bristles inserted in 
triangular form assure a 
gentle and effective 
cleaning of barbecue 
grates.Thanks to its 
ergonomic handle, the 
brush cleans any 
barbecue grate quickly  

89415 Grill Tray - small 
13 x 7.5 x 3.5 inch perferated 
stainless steel grill pan perfect 
for cooking fi sh, veggie

89416 Grill tray - large

16 x 9 x 2.5 inch peferated stainless 
steel grill pan. Gentle grilling and 
dishwasher safe

89251 Grill brush with 
exchangeable brisle head

To clean cooking grills 
perfectly after use there‘s 
the long-life grill brush 
with exchangeable bristle 
head.

89162 BBQ Injector

Ideal aid to inject gravy, 
marinades and dissolved 
seasoning into meats. 
Contains two needles, a 
plunger and a storage 
container.

89380 
Barbecue Tongs 

The barbecue tongs are the all 
round barbecue tools. They 
ensure that you always have a 
firm grip on the food you are 
barbecuing. The perforation 
ensures that excess liquids can  
run off.

89381 
Barbecue Turner 

This turner makes it easy to turn 
barbecue food (steaks, ribs, 
burgers etc.). Excess liquids can run 
off easily through the perforation.

89282 Barbecue Fork 

This fork allows heavy 
barbecue food to be 
turned and served 
easily.

89245 Barbecue Turner 
and cutter 

Ribs or rib-eye steak, burger or 
sausage: that’s when this well-thought-
out and ultra-flat BBQ turner has 
serrated edge for cutting 



89156 Chicken Roaster 
and Vegetable Wok

Stainless Steel 
construction inclues wok 
and stainless can for 
infusing flavor into Chicken  

89374 Barbecue glove BBQ

89260  BBQ Skewers 

Marinated strips of streaky bacon, pieces of sirloin 
or slices of vegetables can be comfortably turned 
on the barbecue with the 17 6/8-inch-long 
barbecue skewers made of high-quality stainless 
steel and the integrated serving slider drops the 
barbecue food on your plate in a jiffy.

15420   Barbecue skewers     
TWINCO   (2 pcs)

 These barbecue skewers are 
perfectly suited for meat, 
fish, vegetables and 
seafood.  

Thanks to the angular form 
the pieces remain in place 
without slipping. The 
integrated slider makes the 
food easy to remove .    

This barbecue glove offers 
reliable protection against 
burning and its heat-
resistant silicone texture 
provides a perfect grip. 
sturdy barbecue glove in 
unisex sizing  heat-resistant 
up to 482°F14

12990 Stick lighter DRAGO
With the flexible metal hose, 
this stick lighter easily reaches 
between the bars of the grill to 
light the charcoal. It is 
refillable, has a child safety 
lock, and special hanging loop.

89252 Spice shaker 
BBQ
2-piece set. The perfect set for 
your spice and seasoning needs! 
Stainless steel. Dishwasher safe.

89259 Chicken leg holder 
BBQ

This practical chicken leg holder 
can cook up to 12 legs without 
turning and the bottom drip 
pan allows for no sticking or 
flare ups. Dishwasher safe.

89331 Fish Rack 
 BBQ

Keeps the skin of the fish off 
the grill the adjustable fish 
rack is made of high grade 
stainless steel.  

89248 Spare rib rack
BBQ 

Spare ribs come out perfect, 
equally crisp and spicy all 
around, thanks to this spare 
rib rack. Stainless steel. 
Dishwasher safe.

89250 Vegetable wok

 with detachable handle
The vegetable wok brings culinary 
pleasures and environmental 
awareness together on the grill. A 
more durable partner than 
aluminum trays for grilled 
vegetables!



24200 Food mill 
FLOTTE LOTTE
Indispensable for all kinds of preparation. 
With 2 interchangeable discs (2 mm and 3 
mm) and a scraper. The 2 mm disc allows 
the preparation of even fibrous items, 
like the leek. Stainless steel. Dishwasher 
safe.

24500 Strainer press

FLEISSIGES LIESCHEN 

Dual purpose sieve with a fine 
mesh. Can also be used for straining 
fruits and vegetables when using 
the stirring unit. Stainless steel. 
Dishwasher safe.

13300 Potato press
THE ORIGINAL

Robust and high quality. 
Simple to 
use and easy to clean - just 
remove the pin. Stainless steel. 
Dishwasher safe.

13110 Potato, Juice and 
Spaetzle press 
FORCE ONE

Up to 80% less pressure required! 
Two interchangeable discs for 
mashing potatoes, vegetables, 
fruit, and for spaetzle. 
Stainless steel. Dishwasher safe.

24210 Strainer disc, 1 mm 
for jellies, sauces, fruit and
 vegetable purees and
 baby food. For 24200.

24215 Strainer disc, 8 mm 
for coarsely strained foods. 
For 24200.

PRESSING - STRAINING-FORMING
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13451 Garlic press 
GARLICO
The ergonomic design takes all 
the effort out of pressing 
aromatic cloves while the 
integrated scraper ensures 
zero-waste garlic paste for 
seasoning! Cleaning too 
becomes child play thanks to 
the automatic swing-out sieve 
insert.
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11930 Kitchen tweezers 
PRECISO
These handy kitchen tweezers are 
indispensable for applying delicate 
decorations to desserts. For delicate 
kitchen work, 5.5“ long. High-grade 
stainless steel. Dishwasher-safe.

11920 Kitchen tweezers 
PINO
Tweezers offer a wide range of uses for 
cooking, roasting, removing and serving. 
The raised form prevents the tips from 
coming into contact with the work surface. 
Lenght: 11.8“. Stainless steel. Dishwasher 
safe.

21600 Multi-tweezers
PICCOLINO

Extra long (12“) handle makes this ideal 
for using in a Wok, and for turning hot 
food in the pan. Lifts hot food from 
deep pots. Nylon, heat resistant up to 
250°C

12170 Dish ring set
FORMIDABLE
This 10 piece dessert ring 
mold set helps to make 
dishes beautiful. Rings of 
three sizes and pushers 
serve to plate a wide 
variety of foods.

19140 Cherry pitter 
DROPIO

Pit small quantities of cherries in 
no time at all. Just put the cherry 
into the holder, press, and done!
DROPIO will also easily remove 
the pits from marinated olives.

11810 Barbecue wooden 
tongs NATURA
Our especially long barbecue tongs 
are made with the practical hanging 
loop and are held safely thanks to the 
wavy ends. Length: 18.8“

12910 Spice infuser GUSTO

The filled colander is perfectly 
suited for improving soups, stews, 
or hot-spiced wine. Has a silicone 
cord to help keep GUSTO within 
reach.

13970 Citrus press
 LEMON 

12460 Egg separator 

DIVISO

Easily separates egg whites 
and yolks. Stainless steel. 
Dishwasher safe.

11910 Fish bone tweezers

These fish bone tweezers remove 
fish bones precisely, reliably, and 
easily so that nothing keeps you 
from enjoying your fish. Their 
ergonomic shape makes them 
pleasant to hold.

Cookie nozzle TRICA  
14220  = size 5/6 
14230  = size 7/8 

For making delicious cookies using a meat 
mincer TRICA or the KitchenAid 
machine. Just push the desired shape into 
the attachment and  also suited for 
KitchenAid kitchen machines six different  
shapes, high grade stainless steeel 

14320 Pastry press
COOKIE
For unlimited baking fun! Press 
directly onto a baking sheet. 
Comes with 20 aluminum design 
templates and 4 nozzles.

Oranges, lemons, limes or other 
citrus fruitj juicing is easy with this 
press. Juice is collected in the 
bottom container and can be 
poured out easily with the spout.



18910 Sprouter BIVITA

This innovative sprouter makes it 
easy to grow healthy delicious 
sprouts. Glass dome provides the 
best lighting condition while the 
integrated strainer and base allow 
water to drain for best results.

21820 Digital thermome-
ter SCALA
Highly functional digital thermometer with 
an extra fast temperature display (4-10 sec) 
and an easy to read LCD display.
Simple to change from C to F.

89247 BBQ Digital 
thermometer
Digital thermometer, made to accompany 
the GEFU BBQ product line, is handy and 
precise. Practical hanging loop, reads in C 
or F. Stainless steel.

89471 cube cutter TREPPO

Chop up fruits and vegetable into two 
different size cubes.  The two blade sets 
are extreemly sharp and made of 
Japanese steel.

Dishwasher safe 

12290 Timer RETRO 
Receive updates on the 
temperature displayed on the 
mobile device by radio. Alarm will 
sound when a certain temperature 
is reached. Timer up to 99 min. 59 
sec.

KITCHEN TOOLS & GADGETS 
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 18920 Herb Pot 
BOTANICO 

The BOTANICO is perfect for 
growing fresh herbs.   The size is 
just right, the clear bottom 
container for water shows when 
water is needed.  THe cotton 
wick provides the exact amount 
of water to keeps herbs fresh and 
ready to use. 

SAVE time

NEW
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12480 Pourer spout
BECURO
2 pouring nozzels suitable for oil and 
vinegar bottles. Stainless steel. 
Dishwasher safe.

12498 Bottle stopper
BOTELO

Easy closing of glass bottles. Juice
and wine remain fresh and can be stored 
in the fridge.

12700 Bottle stopper, 
2 pcs.
Practical bottle stopper for all kinds of 
bottles. Seals reliably and securely to 
prevent contents from leaking.

12730 Sparkling wine 
stopper SPARKY
Use the stopper for quick and airtight 
sealing to keep the wine sparkling. 
Just place on bottle and press.

12355 Egg cracker 
OVO

Place the egg cracker on the 
egg. Pull the ball and let it 
spring back to give the egg a 
crack. The integrated salt 
shaker can be closed for 
storing.

12260 Pourer spout 
AUTOMATICO
This pourer spout will fi t on any bottle 
neck with an inner diameter of 20 mm 
and ensures a smooth fl ow. Opens and 
closes automatically when pouring. ABS 
plastic / silicone. Dishwasher safe.

12790 Rotary whisk 
FINELLO
Used to make milk foam, sauces, 
desserts, soups, whip egg whites and 
more. The whisk begins to rotate 
when pushed down. Stainless steel. 
Dishwasher safe.

10800 Crepes / Pancake 
batter / Spaetzle shaker
Making batter is easier than ever thanks to 
the markings on the shaker, and the unique 
„twister“ insert for effi cient batter mixing.

35270 Decanter CASCADA 

The stylish and functional 
decanter can serve from 
a variety of positions due 
to the ingenious ball valve 
with built in strainer.

28140 Two-piece mixing 

bowl MESCA
The large 4 quart stainless 
steel mixing bowl comes with 
silicone base ring and non-slip 
silicone handles and is perfect 
for mixing dough, preparing 
salades or whip-ping up 
creamy desserts.
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35400 Kitchen torch 
FUEGO
The professional-quality kitchen torch 
for carmelising, browning, or cooking 
„au gratin“ and fi nishing crusts.

12950 Glass stove 
top scraper BLANKO
This is indispensable for cleaning glass stove 
tops. The optimal angle for scraping burnt 
food from the stove top is used on this 
stove top scraper. Replacement blades 
available for purchase.

12703
Glass straws FUTURE

12704  Glass straws 
FUTURE

33680 Egg Stand 
BRUNCH

This eggstand can 
be used to place up 
to 4 eggs in boiling 
Water  and to serves 
after.

33640 Egg Stand 

BRUNCH
Perfect for serving and eating 
boiled eggs.  The stainless 
steel and clear plastic design 
adds elegance to any brunch 
menue.

11500 Larding needle
Indispensable for inserting bacon strips 
and lard into wild game or other meats 
to add richness and flavor. 

11200 Meat roll rings
Adjustable for different roulade 
sizes, 6 pieces, stainless steel.

13975 Folding chopping board 
LAVOS

Non-slip ridges on the underside 
keep the foldable cutting board 
steady while you cut ingredients. 
The cutting area can then be 
conveniently folded up for 
pouring the cut ingredients into a 
pot, pan or bowl.

Care for the environment combined 
with elegance! This set of straws made 
of recyclable glass offers a reusable, 
taste-neutral alternative to plastic. A 
superior mouth feel, stylish and also  a 
forward-thinking way to enjoy water, 
juices, smoothies, coffee specialities and 
cocktails.

 includes cleaning brush
 heat-resistant and taste-neutral 
borosilicate glass

12455 Replacement blades for hob cleaner 
3 pcs.

12708 Dishwasher basket 
FUTURE NEW

12713  Dishwasher basket  FUTURE,
for 4 drinking straws

Now you can enjoy freshly pressed juices, 
smoothies etc. as often as you want, with 
nothing to spoil your pleasure: this 
hanging basket with a practical clip 
makes a safe place to store both steel and 
glass drinking straws through a 
dishwasher cycle.

NEW
for 25 drinking straws

Now you can enjoy freshly pressed juices, 
smoothies etc. as often as you want, with nothing 
to spoil your pleasure: this basket makes a safe 
place to store both steel and glass drinking straws 
through a dishwasher cycle.



•

A must-have for hobby baristas  a 
tamper which both presses the coffee 
powder down in the filter holder and 
also apportions  g, the perfect 
amount of coffee for 1 shot.

The pourer allows lemon juice to be 
perfectly portioned. Just screw the 
juicer into the lemon, squeere the 
lemon and pour. Also suited for limes 
and oranges. Stainless steel. 
Dishwasher safe.

 16360 Milk Frother 

RICCARDO

16370  Frother 

ANTONIO

16200  Coffee Scoop

The double sieve insert increases 
effectiveness because two sieves 
ensure twice as quickly that the 
milk frother will change warm or 
cold milk into a fine foam in a jiffy.  

16000  Coffee Filter 
ANGELO

The ANGELO coffee filter gives 
coff ee its perfect taste. The 
practical, sophisticated stainless 
steel filter with a plastic insert to 
retain the water temperature 
rounds off  the preparation of the 
ground brown beans, using paper 
fi lters in size 4 and smaller.   

 16010  Pemanent coffee filter 
insert    ARABICA

Brewing delicious coff ee in a sustainable manner 
is no problem with the permanent coffee filter 
insert made of high-grade stainless steel and 
plastic. , and is suitable for coff ee makers or 
hand filters e.g. Angelo™ coffee filters, 
permanent coffee filter SANDRO size 4 20

In HOT demand
 COFFEE  & TEA 

16330 Coff ee grinder 
LORENZO

Grinds coffee beans to the perfect 
consistency for espresso, filter coffee 
or coffee made in a French press or 
cafeterie. Readjustable ceramic 
grinding gear provides 11 degrees of 
fineness.

eco-friendly



NEW 12718 Coffee capsule set CONSCIO,
8 pcs.
Sustainable and money-saving – how it works: place the 
funnel on an empty capsule, fill with esp esso powder 
using the mea-suring spoon and press down with tamper, 
seal capsule with self-adhesive aroma seal – and you’re 
done. After use, simply remove the cover, clean the 
capsule and it can be used again immediately.
• suitable for standard, original NESPRESSO® capsule machines
• individually fillable
• high-grade stainless steel / plastic / aluminium
• dishwasher-safe (except for stick-on aroma seals)

eco-friendly

NEW

NEW

12721 Coffee capsules CONSCIO,

 2 pcs.
•  perfect complement to the CONSCIO coffee 
capsule set (Item no. 12718)

• high-grade stainless steel / plastic

12722 Replacement stick-on aroma seals 
CONSCIO
80 pcs.
•  ideal for CONSCIO coffee capsules (Item nos. 12718 and 
12721)

24 12723 Display Coffee capsule set 
CONSCIO

NEW 16201 Coffee scoop MORENO
Time to wake up and smell the coffee: no barista worthy 
of the name can do without this measuring spoon with 
integrated leveller.

• with a practical leveller for measuring the coffee precisely
• flexibly adjustable volume: 5g, 7g or 9g
• including external scale
• ergonomic handle
• L 14.8 cm, W 3.8 cm, H 4.2 cm
• high-quality plastic
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eco-friendly



16100 Sugar shaker FINA 
Measures out sugar perfectly, this 
shaker stands out for its proven 
functionality.

16120 Mesh-top shaker 
FINA
Decorates food, beverages and 
pastries. Best suited for powdered 
sugar.

16110 Cocao shaker 
FINA 

16040 Decorating shaker FINA
When the base is turned, contents of 
the shaker are evenly spread over a 
stencil. Three picture stencils included: 
Heart, Star and Cup.

12720 Milk frother

 FINO

Creamy milk froths at the 
push of a button. Working at a 
maximum speed of 12,000 
RPM, the battery-powered 
appliance makes froth 
perfectly.

16001  Coff ee fi lter     FABIANO,

 The paper fi lter is disposed of in the organic-waste bin 
without dripping – the innovative drip-stop system was 
developed specially for this purpose. The extended 
connector makes the coff ee fi lter ideal for vacuum fl asks 
with an opening of up to 9 cm (3 1/2 in.    

 for standard commercially available fi lter bags size 4

 AUTOMATIC
DRIP-STOP-SYSTEM    

This porcelain coffee filter makes hand-brewed coffee a 
pleasure. Just pour water over the ground coffee so that 
it blooms and the flavours are extracted. Then, fill the 
filter up to the edge and wait until the coffee has run 
through completely. Repeat this procedure until the cup 
or pot is full and then savour the flavor.

33690 Milk Dispenser 
BRUNCH
7.5 fl oz. glass & Stainless steel

33700 Sugar Dispenser 
BRUNCH
3/4 cup stainless steel & glass

12780 Milk frother 

MARCELLO

16,000 RPM, the battery-
powered appliance 
makes milk froth to 
perfection. Comfortable, 
ergonomic shape, 
dishwasher safe.

Decorates food, beverages, 
and pastries. Suited for cocoa 
and fine sugars.

Cream, condensed milk or fresh milk for 
coffee and tea or even vinegar for your 
salad: the milk jug serving jug brings all of 
them to the table at breakfast or brunch in 
perfect style.

This elegant sugar dispenser 
allows you to measure out the 
ideal amount of sugar for coffee 
tea or cereal.

16020
Coffee filter 
SANDRO, size 4
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NEW

29202
Turner

PRIMELINE

29233

Griddle spatula 

PRIMELINE

29208
Spiral whisk     

  PRIMELINE

29204 Potato 
masher 
PRIMELINE

29215
Meat tenderizer 
PRIMELINE

NEW

29232
Whisk

  PRIMELINE

29210
Skimmer 

PRIMELINE

29211
Ladle     

PRIMELINE
Sauce ladle
PRIMELINE

29203
Turner     
PRIMELINE

2920929237
Can opener     

PRIMELINE

PRIMELINE  TOOLS

29222
Pizza cutter wheel      
PRIMELINE

29201
Peeler     

PRIMELINE

29200
Swivel peeler        

PRIMELINE

29224
Serving fork        

PRIMELINE

Apple corer

PRIMELINE

29218 29223
Potato peeling fork 
PRIMELINE

29207
Whisk 

PRIMELINE

29206
Whisk     

 PRIMELINE

29205
Whisk      

PRIMELINE

29220
Ice-Cream scoop       
PRIMELINE

NEW

29234
Cooking spoon      

PRIMELINE

29214
Spatula     

PRIMELINE

29237
Can opener     

PRIMELINE

29219
Bottle opener      

PRIMELINE

29217
Cheese slicer     

PRIMELINE

29216
Cheese cutter      

PRIMELINE
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NEW
33661  Bread basket BRUNCH, 

oval white
The perfect holder for crispy baguette, 
bread and rolls – at any mealtime!

33660 Bread basket BRUNCH, 

round white
The perfect setting for bread and rolls – 

at any time of day!

33670 Bread basket BRUNCH, 

angular black
The perfect setting for bread and rolls – at 

any time of day!

29250  Kitchen rack, 
SMARTLINE     

Everything within reach.  
Kitchen tools are organized, 
clearly and ready to hand with 
the easy-to-mount kitchen rack!   
Mounting set included.

29251  Hooks     
SMARTLINE,

These hooks can be used 
for hanging kitchen tools 
with han-ging loops onto 
the SMARTLINE kitchen 
rack (item no. 29250).
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